Beloved I Am Presence, God I Am, I send forth a Consciousness Search Light for a response to my
needs at this time. I Call Forth the Beloved Djwhal Khul to come and Over Light me now to Pressurize
me with Your Love and Light, so that I may share with those whom are my Divine Brothers and Sisters.
Sadly, in truth, I have forgotten most of what you shared with me that evening of our last Sun of Even
Pressure Council Meditation. The Meditation that you gave us to do upon the Full Moon on 12th March.
Can you once again answer the question I put to you, as I fell asleep that night. The question was; Can
you tell us why you have chosen to come, to help us specifically, as the Sun Of Even Pressure Council?
Bless You My Dear Friend?

Yes Brother, It has been some time, and it is the very reason that you see me as Your Brother that I
have come to help you. I do this for many reasons, but in short I wish to ask you for your help! How can
‘you and The Sun Of Even Pressure’ help Me, I hear you ask? Allow Me to explain.
I have dedicated My Life Stream to aid humanity to come to the Self Realization of their own Divine
Empowerment. I have Pledged and Covenanted My Life and Consciousness to this effort. And for Me,
unlike many other Brothers and Sisters of the Hierarchy, I have a responsibility that Encompasses not
just the Higher Planes of Existence, but those of the lower planes as well!
You see Dear Brother, for me to be a Teacher of humanity I must endure the same hardships and
enter into such disorders to touch your hearts and minds, so that you all can be Lifted into Higher
Consciousness. I will expand upon this a little further in a moment, but this lower vibrational aspects of
expanding consciousness, is such an important facet of the world of the Masters and Hierarchy.
So to ask for your help is the first and most prioritized, for this I have not been able to share with
you until now.
Second is that I see something in this Gathering of Disciples that is unique in many ways from all the
other Groups I work with. It is that this Group, is the first on Ground Zero with such a Formalized
Foundational Platform from which to work, if I may put it in this way. This Group is founded upon all
the Universal Laws set in motion by the sequential Steps of Precipitation, and is not deterred by the
Grandeur of the Plan, given to you as part of your own personal incarnations, set within the darkness
and the constraints of the old human consciousness.
The Elemental Grace Alliance as it has become known Cosmically now, as you have so rightly been
told, has been given Universal Support from all Realms of Consciousness. But even this, is not really
comprehended by you or the Group whom have joined you in this proposed manifestation. Yet even
though this does have, built within it resistances, it is not swaying you away from the tasks or its
responsibilities attached to it.
So the second point is, you are at the front line of contact, both with human disorders, imbalances
and chaos, as well as being in direct connection with the Higher Levels of Resonances to assist you in
the stabilization of The Light to make the Greatest Difference in the shortest time possible.
So My Brothers and Sisters now that you are aware of Me here surrounding you and ready to be of
Divine Service to you, I will ask you to Unite with me in the Hierarchical Ventures to which I have
Pledged and Covenanted with God and which I have undertaken in Divine Partnership with Other
Masters. I do not mean individually Dear Brothers and Sisters, but as a Group. My Work pertains to
Groups and not individuals. And even though I work with each individual within the Group, it is only
for the purpose of bringing greater coherence to the Group.

There is much that you can do by speech, by key strokes and by example. Will you not do it—with
a simple heart and a single eye for the helping of a deeply suffering, over taxed and overburdened
humanity? Dear Ones, you are doing this already, so I know the Powers that you hold within your Own
Desires and Intentions. You can do it with Ease and Grace and that is what I can see that will be able to
help Me in a way that has not yet touched the Resonant Vibrations in this time of Earth’s History.
When the A.A.B. Books were written and the dissemination of them since then, they have paved the way
for many. But now, I need those who are ready to go the extra mile, to step up and step out!
The True Disciple is one who understands that they must do the Inner Work first, before they venture
out into the cold, arduous, challenging, and chaotic world of helping others. Anything less than this shall
only sustain old beliefs and never Create Wholeness of Mind, Body and Spirit.
So, I am offering My Services to this Group you call the Sun Of Even Pressure Council. In being
accepted by each Member of the Group, I wish to accentuate many points of Truth, that will assist you
each to adhere to and find greater balance as a Group. I do not wish for you individually or as a Council
to get caught up in any of the glamour’s that pertain to so many gatherings upon the planet today. I Truly
Honour you for the way you see Me as a Brother and not a Master or even Teacher. There is an Equality
there that tells Me and many others of your own Self Empowerment’s and that is what I seek in any of
My Disciples upon the Path of Discipleship. Indeed that is what God is asking for with each Soul of
Humanity!
The time must come when simple Conscious Intelligence is not enough to pass through the Next
Ring Passeth Not. One has to put that Consciousness into Rightful Action within a physical domain,
and know the difference between the Intelligence and the Action.
This facet alone shall set you apart from any other Group I Am personally working with who are
totally conscious of My Presence and Helping Hand upon Earth at this time. Glamour is one of the most
powerful fields of illusionary forcefields upon earth that create impenetrable barriers of the Light and
Love needed for where We, the Hierarchy, wish you to go!
I wish to encourage your Creativity to attain your Goals, to be mindful of the Vision and hold this
Vision firmly within your Hearts and Minds. To create and manifest only those things that come into
your immediate view. Those aspects of the Plan, those precious moments that need your instantaneous
Love and Light, those matters that call for your attention in the time of your present place and location.
Do not misunderstand any circumstances, I repeat, DO NOT, walk around anyone or anything that
comes into your awareness that you know within your Heart, that you can make a difference to. This is
a Full Time Vocation Dear Brothers and Sisters, and it will take all of your Devotion and Dedication to
do this. That is why to be a Member of this Group, one cannot be one of half-heartedness. It must be
a Full Time Life Occupation from now on!
To Help Me Dear Hearts, at the optimum levels of attainment, I need you to be glamour free,
creatively and as a Group, walking within the madness, speaking within the disarray of confusion,
thinking in the pandemonium of hearts, minds, bodies and spirits in the turmoil of the loss of Divine
Consciousness.
I will help you as individuals to find detachment, dispassion and discrimination which the Buddha
taught.
I will help you as a Group to find the complete dissolution and subordination of the personality and
to expand the Unity Consciousness for the Group’s Significant Pursuits, as a Group as Christ taught.

I will help you with your Group endeavours, to rise in consciousness to go forth as a Divine Unity of
Oneness, To Love and Serve All Beings while truly Comprehending and Understanding the Truth of
Working as a Group within this New Golden Age.
I will remind you constantly, to remember exactly what you are doing at all times. This is of major
importance. To know why this is important is so that you register consciously and all the time, just
exactly what you are doing. I would have you remember that right doing is the result of being. If your
awareness of being is of a personality nature, so will be your activities and creations. If your consciousness
is focussed in Spiritual Being, Group Attainments, your spontaneous, creative and active Service will be
consequently Through This Radiation. Please ponder on this, for it has great value in its simplicity. Not
easy to attain, but simple in words.
For many Disciples in training, there are so many whom get caught up in personal and personality
crisis’s, thus requiring the time to withdraw from the Work at hand, in order to re-focus and to learn
again from the Source of Truth Within, instead of remaining impartially disconnected and dispassionate
of that which goes on around them, they allow themselves to get involved. This can only lead to
bewilderment, confusion, disorientation and feelings of loss until the mindfulness of Divine
Consciousness returns.
So it is okay to be occupied with the problem of sensitive response, but not with the allure of the
work you give your unconscious mind to! I will help you to deal with causes and not with the effects.
I wish to say this before I close, so that you truly understand My Motive for making My Presence
Known to You here within your Elemental Grace Alliance Group.
This very specific Group, The Sun Of Even Pressure Council, is about to enter a deeper Epoch of
Greater Service. But first you shall need some training. That is why you are here and many will follow
in your footsteps. Those who may read this may feel the draw within the Core of their being and I say
to you Dear Brothers and Sisters, come forth and follow this lead, for you will not be led astray! But be
mindful of this first!
You have thus all been led to follow your own personal ego mental objectives, goals and targets. With
these intentions and foci, you have forced yourselves to service these desires, wants and perceived needs.
This New Work of this Council, is going to call for you, individually at first, and then as a Group, to
place your attentions and intentions upon ONLY subjective ones that are aroused, stirred and ignited
through, personal, internal, emotional, instinctive, intuitive Impulses. These Subjective Impulses
progressively coming from the Impersonality’s of you all, shall be so far reaching in their scope and effects
when incorporated with this Group, it is impossible to imagine the results and manifestations from where
you are sitting right now.
Hold the Visions, do the Inner and outer Work, one step and one focus at a time. You must not
leave anything incomplete or to chance as you go. It must be given your total contemplations and then
set in motion for completion. That which you need will arrive with the least amount of effort. Else it
shall lose all momentum that previously has been given to it up until then! Remember Step 5.
CONCENTRATION AND CONSECRATION!
Your work is unlike most, it is very specific, so you cannot afford to worry about what any other
person or Group is doing! The Unification of Groups will come later, first the templates made manifest
for the New! So move forward only in connection with certain souls who warrant your attention, because
of their capacity to be able to offer what they have to share upon the EGA Path. Therefore, without any

ego, take your work into the future, giving and sharing it primarily to other Disciples of like Mind and
Resonances, and not to the ranks and files of aspirants or people who remain caught up in their glamour
states. I cannot emphasise this more ardently for you! This is no April fool’s day joke!
You can, however, work with the Intelligence of the masses, those who seek enlightenment, and the
one’s who are magnetically drawn to you, The Elemental Grace Alliance in this case, through your ability
to reach out and touch them with the written and the spoken word.
Your task is not to reach the unawakened, or to write and share that which is popular. It is a much
more specialised task of working with and cooperating with those whose hands lie in the guiding of the
"New Children."
Use information with great due diligence, meticulousness, assiduousness and with constancy and Love
in its dissemination. In the past, such expressions have been of value. In the present, this must be adjusted,
rightly recalibrated and discerned with due diligence; in the future, the results of this Love in Action will
acquiesce and comply with that which shall have the most benevolence for the Greatest Good of All
Concerned.
So Beloved Brothers and Sisters of the Sun Of Even Pressure Council, do you formally Pledge to help
me in my quest and Covenant made manifest with Our Prime Creator, to be in Service as a fully Integrated
Disciple Group under My Supervision? I say supervision, for this is what I mean, I shall not Over Light
the Group, I shall not Guide the Group as to Subjective Work, but to Work with you as a Guide when
needed and called forth by you! After all, you are the One’s Leading the way now!
I await your Group answer in due course!
I Am The Tibetan you Know and Love. I Am Djwhal Khul At Your Service

